We prove a class of trace inequalities which complements the Golden-Thompson inequality. For example, Tr (epA # ePB)2/P $ Tr e A+B holds for all p > 0 when A and B are Hermitian matrices and # denotes the geometric mean. We also prove related trace inequalities involving the logarithmic function; namely P -'TrXlogY P/'XPY PI2 < Tr X(log X + log Y > < p-' Tr X log XP12Y PXP/' for all p > 0 when X and Y are nonnegative matrices. These inequalities supply lower and upper bounds on the relative entropy.
INTRODUCTION
For noncommuting matrices A and B the exponential e *+ ' is different from e *eB.
Motivated by quantum statistical mechanics Golden [13] , Syrnanzik [31] , and Thompson [32] independently proved that Tr e A+ ' < Tr e *eB holds when A and B are Hermitian matrices (so both traces are positive). This so-called Golden-Thompson trace inequality has been generalized in several ways (for instance [3, 8, 10, 16, 17, 20, 21, 28, 30, 331) .
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The present paper gives a lower bound on Tr eA+B in terms of the geometric mean of matrices, and it complements the Golden-Thompson upper bound. Let us recall that the geometric mean of positive definite matrices X and Y is defined as X # y = X1/2( XP1/1.yXPi/2)i'2X1/2, which is the positive solution 2 of the matrix equation 2X-'2 = Y. The notion of geometric mean was introduced in [26] (see also [I] ). We prove that
Tr (e'^ # epB)e'P < Tr eA+B holds for every p > 0 and Hermitian A and B. Actually a more general inequality is obtained. We also treat somewhat analogous trace inequalities involving the logarithmic function in place of the exponential one. A main technique in deriving our inequalities is to take the Legendre transforms of relevant functionals. This is based on the fact that the func- approximate some relative entropic functional in positive matrices X and Y by taking the asymptotic limit from the commuting case of X and Y under the infinite tensor product of matrix algebra. This is useful because the trace inequalities in question trivially hold with equality when the matrices are commuting.
In Section I of the present paper we first state a stronger version of the Golden-Thompson inequality which is a consequence of Araki's inequality [5] together with the Lie-Trotter formula. This implies the inequality Tr X(log X + log Y) > i Tr X log YP/2X"Y"/2 for every p > 0 and nonnegative matrices X and Y. In Section 2 we develop a strategy to attack our trace-inequality problem. In fact, our problem can be reduced to a trace inequality which is much more tractable. In Section 3, proving this trace inequality, we obtain the inequalities Tr(e PA #, e@) The logarithmic trace inequalities obtained in Sections 1 and 3 supply lower and upper bounds for the relative entropy of states of a finite quantum system. Section 4 is devoted to a slight extension of the results obtained above to the case where positive e A and eB are replaced by general nonnegative matrices. Finally, in Section 5 we conjecture stronger versions of our results which seems very likely true. We also compare our trace inequalities with the Peierls-Bogoliubov one.
A VARIANT OF THE GOLDEN-THOMPSON INEQUALITY
Throughout this paper we deal with n X n complex matrices and denote by Tr the usual trace on the n X n matrices. Positive (nonnegative) matrices mean strictly positive definite or positive invertible (nonnegative definite) ones. Golden [13] and Thompson [32] independently proved that the so-called 
for r > 1, p > 0, and for nonnegative operators X and Y. (Kosaki [18] showed that it remains valid for a general semifinite trace of a von Neumann algebra.) The inequality (1.1) together with the Lie-Trotter formula (see [27, p. 2951 =TrX(logX-logy).
The next lemma shows that the functional 1ogTr eA+B in Hermitian A is the Legendre transform (or the conjugate function) of S(X, Y) in positive X, Tr X = 1, under Y = eB and vice versa. Although this was proved in [25] in the general setup of von Neumann algebras, we give a very elementary proof in the case of matrices for the convenience of the reader. LEMMA 1.2.
(1) Zf A is Hermitian and Y is positive, then log Tr e A+'"gY = max{Tr XA -S( X, Y) : X is positive, Tr X = I}.
(2) Zf X is positive with Tr X = 1 and B is Hermitian, then S( X, e") = max{Tr XA -1ogTr eA+B: A is Hermitian}.
Proof. = Tr X(log X -B) = S(X, eB). n
The following is a logarithmic version of Theorem 1.1. 
Proof.
Let P be the support projection of X, and Q that of YP/2PYP/2.
Then Q coincides with the support of Y P/'XPY PI'. Hence P < Q may be assumed in proving (1.3), because otherwise the right-hand side of (1.3) is -w. Since the rank of Q is not greater than that of P, this assumption means P = Q, so that the ranges of P and Y P/'P coincide and hence Y P/'P = PY P/'P, implying YP = PY. Therefore, considering the restrictions of X and Y on the range of P, we can suppose that X and Y are positive. Further, it is enough to prove (1.3) when Tr X = 1. Now let A = p-' log YP/'XPY p/2 and B = -log Y. Then we have by Lemma 1.2(2) and (1.2) > Tr XA -log Tr ( ePB~2ePAePB/2)1'p 1 = -Tr X log Y P/'XPY Pi2 -log Tr X P 1 = -Tr X log YP/2XPYP/2. P For the second part, since log x > 1 -x -' (x > 01, we have Tr X log Y P/2XPY PI2 > Tr X( Z -Y-P/2XPPY-P/2), so that 1 lim inf -Tr X log Y PLO P p'2XPY Pi2 > Tr X(log X + log Y), because (d/dp)Y-P/2X-PY-P/21p_0 = -log X -log Y. Hence the result follows.
n Note that without the positivity of X and Y the right-hand side of (1.3) can be --co for all p > 0 while the left-hand side is finite. 
Let X be positive with Tr X = 1, and B be Hermitian. When Iu,,..., un} is an orthonormal basis, it is easy to show that Hence S,( X, e B> is the Legendre transform of A ++ log Tr e AeB, namely S,, (X, e") = max{Tr XA -1ogTr eAeB : A is Hermitian}.
(1.7)
FUMIO HIAI AND Dl?NES PETZ
Now we can prove (1.6) for positive X and Y as in the proof of Theorem 1.3. Also it is easy to check the validity of (1.6) for nonnegative X and Y. W
The first inequality of (1.6) f or nonnegative X and Y is known by the monotonicity of relative entropy; more precisely, for any orthonormal basis (ur, '. , U")
where E(X) = Cr= 1( Xu,, ui)u,uT is the conditional expectation from the n X n matrix algebra onto the commutative subalgebra generated by u,uT. The equality here is very restrictive. Indeed, for positive X and Y we know by [24] that S( X, Y > = S,,( X, Y > holds if and only if XY = YX. According to numerical examples (see also Example 5.5) the strict inequality generically appears in the second inequality of (1.6).
Conversely, the Golden-Thompson inequality can be recovered from the monotonicity of relative entropy. In fact, putting X = eA+B/Tr e At B for This derivation of the Golden-Thompson inequality as well as characterization for the equality was performed in [25, Corollary 51 in the general setup of von Neumann algebras.
EQUIVALENT STATEMENTS OF TRACE INEQUALITIES
From now on we will discuss a trace-inequality problem which may be regarded as complementary to the Golden-Thompson type inequalities such as (1.2) and (1.3). The aim of this section is to develop a powerful strategy to approach this problem. Under the above notation our main strategy is stated in the next theorem. 
Here it should be emphasized that the order n of the matrices is arbitrary in each of (I)-(III).
Statement
(I) is equivalently formulated as Jle('-a)A+aBlli,p for 0 lIeA #, eBllI,r, < < (Y < 1 and Hermitian A and B. For positive X and Y, log XPY' can be defined by analytic functional calculus or by power series, and Tr X log X P/'Y PXP/' = Tr X log X"Y P holds, because Tr X(XP/"yPXP/2)"' = Tr X(XT'Y 1')"' for all m E N.
The inequalities (2.1) and (2.2) may b e regarded as the counterparts of (1.2) and (1.31, respectively. The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be given in the rest of this section. Furthermore the above statements will be proved for all p > 0 in the next section, and we conjecture stronger versions of (I) and (II) (see Section 5).
Proof of (I) d (II).
Let A and B be Hermitian. Since both sides of Hence (2.3) holds. n
We will divide the proof of (III) * (I) into several lemmas. Let us introduce, for 0 < /3 < 1 and positive X and Y, R,(X,Y) = TrX{(l + P)log x -P logy). 
Completion of proof of (III) =B (I). Suppose (III). If
A is Hermitian and Y is positive, then Lemmas 2.5, 2.6, and 2.8 imply that for every o<p<1
Tr (e"" #P,(i+B)Yp)i'p <Trexp(":"+';r"').
Hence, letting Y = ea and a = P/(1 + P>, we see that (2.1) holds for 0 G (Y G i. But introduced the relative operator entropy by S( X,Y) = x"2(log x-"2Yx-"2)x1'2.
In our setting, note Statement (III) of Theorem 2.1 holds when 0 < p < f .
Proof.
Let X and Y be positive, and E be the conditional expectation from & onto the commutative subalgebra generated by Y and E,(X) with respect to Tr. Let 0 < p < k and 0 < p < 1. Noting that 
+~(p)}~e'~/~ = (I+ G +o(p)){l+pcr(B-A) +o(p)}(l+ $+0(p))
we get X( p> -Y( p> = o( p> and hence
It is worth noting that one can obtain e *+' = limp ~ ,(ePB'2 ePAePB/2)1/p, a slightly stronger version of the Lie-Trotter formula, by the same method as above.
By Theorem 2.1 combined with Lemmas 3.1-3.3 we thus obtain our main results as follows. holds for every p > 0. Moreover, the left-hand side of (3.7) converges to the right-hand side as p JO.
A special case of (3.7) is the following: holds for every p > 0. Moreover, the left-hand side of (3.9) converges to the n'ght-hand side as p J, 0.
Proof.
It is enough to prove (3.9) for the case 0 < p Q 1, because (3.9) for any p > 0 follows as Lemma 3.2 from the repeated use of this case. This shows that X r-) Tr X log X P/zYPXP/2 is continuous on the nonnegative matrices. Hence (3.9) holds for all nonnegative X. For the second part, sincelogxfx-l,wehavefors>O
Tr X log XPi2Y PXP/' < Tr X log X P'2(Y + EI)pxp'a < Tr(X l+p(Y + EI)P -x}, so that 1 lim sup -Tr X log X p/2YPXP/2 < Tr X{log X + log( Y + ~1)).
PLO P
This implies the result by letting E J 0. n Corresponding to (1.4) and (1.5), th e inequality (3.9) may be written in the equivalent forms 1 Tr X log X p'2Y-pxp/2 > S( x, y> [If the support of X is not dominated by that of Y, then the left-hand side of (3.10) is + m.1 The left-hand side of (3.10) when p = 1 is the variant of relative entropy introduced in [6] in a more general setting. In [15] we proved (3.10) and (3.11) for p = 1.
The inequality (3.10) yields another upper bound for the relative entropy, namely lTr(X l+pY-p -X) > S( X,Y), p > 0, P which was given in [29] . The above conjecture may be extended to nonnegative X and Y as Theorem 1.1 is extended to Theorem 4.2. We here raise two particular cases where this is true. The first case is when both X and Y are projections. If P and Q are projections and 0 < cr < 1, then we have P #, Q = P A Q by [19 This holds when v E ran X too. On the other hand, it is easily checked by definition that Tr exp{(l -(Y) log X i CY log Y} is equal to the right-hand side of (5.2). Hence the result follows. n When Conjecture 5.1 is true, one knows by the proof of (I) =j (II) of Theorem 2.1 that the next conjecture is true too. We also conjecture a stronger version of Theorem 1.3 as follows. 
